Splash: The Musical
by
Jacky Tran

INT. HOUSE
This should all be kinda tongue and cheek
BRENDAN
Oh no, my vase has fallen over.
Everyone from now on pops up from increasingly weird places
door, window, curtain, top of the wall, other curtain,
other other curtain.
Oh no.
Oh no.
Oh no!
Oh no!

JAMEE
DIOGO
LISA
RUBY

JACKY
Oh no! What will we ever do?
LISA
I know! Let's have a vase raising!
BRENDAN
A vase raising? What's that?
In the style of Ya Got Trouble from The Music Man/Monorail
from the Simpsons/Cold Showers from Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
LISA
Well a vase raising is a lil ol'
thing that my grandma taught me
here/ You just pick up the pieces
call off the geeses and you put it
down right here.
RUBY
So now you're telling me that if
my vase falls down that I just....
put it up?
LISA
Yes! While life might have gotten
you down, you can do this thing
all around the town./ Just step
right up and pick up the vase.
Hold it tight and put it in place.

2.
RUBY
Wow thanks!
JAMEE
Well, look right here, I was
raised in the North, but this is
how we did it on July 4th!
Dance number followed by the placing of the vase
LISA
That's the idea! Now you're
getting it.
Two lines form and the people start a kick line. This then
transitions into a jazzhand altar around Lisa
Vase!

ALL

JACKY
Oh no look, it's the rival vase
gang.
DEWEY, LAUREN, CHUCK, LAURA, and BRIGID come in snapping
West Side Story Style.
DEWEY
You thought you can just come into
town and raise a vase?
LAURA
We're the West Side vase topplers
and you're on our turf.
West Side Story style snap-off, jumps, kicks, and twirls.
BRIGID
No! Can't we all just get along? I
have to admit my love... For The
Ruby!
CHUCK
The name of this theater?
BRIGID
(Deadpan)
No, Ruby.
RUBY
That's right! My name is Ruby!
Both in this sketch and in real
life. We have been fighting for
too long.
(MORE)

3.
RUBY (CONT'D)
Raised vase, toppled vase. Does it
really matter? At the end of the
day... It all holds water.
ALL
(To audience) Yeah, this sketch
holds water!
We're All in This Together starts playing and everyone
joins in. The track is shittily remastered to 'We're All
In, This Holds water'. Banners fall from the ceiling and
confetti falls. The banner say 'Splash' and 'This Holds
Water'. Everyone ends with jazz hands and a vase? DEWEY
starts juggling with Lauren doing the splits in front.
Splash!

ALL (CONT'D)

